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Mirror. of Ignorance: John as Joseph1 \
Abstract
In this paper, I present similarities between John, the 010 cuckoltlin The
Miller's Tale, and Joseph, the doubting but holy character of medieval mitac1e plays.
Chaucer gives us similarities between the two characters in order to contrast them.
The result is that John appears a much more negative character than he would without
Joseph serving as a foil.
1
)There is no question that the Miller's Tale contains references to characters in
medieval miracle plays. Allusions to the theatrical Herod, Mary, Noah, and Noah's
wife, for example, leave little doubt that Chaucer had some knowledge of the plays.
It is also true, however, that direct references to Joseph, who appears in The
Annunciation, are absent from the Miller's Tale. Unlike Herod's and Noah's,
Joseph's name is never mentioned in the tale. The purpose of this paper, then, is not
to suggest tllat the Jo~ph Chaucer maYu~ave. seeILin The Annunciation.seryed. as a
source for the old, foolish John in his tale. Instead, I would like to suggest that
Chaucer presents similarities between John and Joseph in order to contrast them. The
result is that JOQn appears a much more negative character than he would without
Joseph serving as a foil. Specifically, by subtly reminding the audience of Joseph's
good sense and piety, Chaucer emphasizes John's stupidity and arrogance. After
briefly summarizing Joseph's role in The Annunciation, I will attempt to prove this
point by examining Joseph's and John's marriages, their suspicion and jealousy, and
their encounters with agents of God.
The Annunciation is a short miracle play that tells the story of Mary and Joseph.
2
In the play, Mary is visited by the angel Gabriel and told that she will give birth to
the son of God. After expressing her doubt and confusion, and after Gabriel reassures
her that she will indeed bear God's child, Mary accepts her duty. At this point, the
,
audience meets Joseph. As soon as he sees Mary, he knows that she is pregnant. He
claims that she has made a fool of him, shamed him, and lied to him. Lamenting the
fate of old men who marry younger women, he leaves her. The Angel then comes to
the distraught Joseph and reassures him that his wife is still the pure, innocent virgin
that Joseph knows. Joseph believes the angel, accepts God's will, repents his actions,
and returns to Mary begging for forgiveness. Mary forgives him and the two set off
on their journey to Bethlehem.
On the surface, the similarities between this play and Chaucer's tale of
trickery, adultery, and revenge may seem vague. Parallels between Joseph and John
may seem, at this point, foggy at best. Nonetheless, there~ parallels.2
John and Joseph are both older men married to younger women. In both The
Annunciation and the Miller's Tale, this fact becomes clear the first tithe the audience
meets these characters. When we first meet Joseph in the Annunciation play, Joseph
believes that Mary has been unfaithful, and he warns old men against marrying
younger women. Similarly, in the Miller's Tale, we are told early on that "This
carpenter hadde wedded newe a wyf / ... she was wyld and yong, and he was old"
(I 3721 , 3226).3 The marriages are also similar in that both wives are "unfaithful"--
Mary's "lover" is the Holy Spirit, Alisoun's is "hende" Nicholas. These similarities,
however, exist only on a surface level--they are just obvious enough to remind the
3
/audience of Joseph's parallel role. In fact, however, Joseph and John are different
kinds of husbands and different kinds of men. The differences lead the audience to
contrast John and Joseph and to condemn John.
!
I shall begin with Joseph. There is no evidence in The Annunciation! play that
Joseph suspects ahead of time that Mary may be unfaithful. Joseph is not suspicious
of Mary; he trusts her. So when he is confronted with Mary's "sin," Joseph is
shocked. ~After all the love he has given Mary and her family, he is astounded at her
"betrayal." Joseph's surprise reflects positively on him because it implies that he is
not a suspicious, jealous old man. Rather, he is a loving and trusting husband who is
hurt and surprised when he thinks he has been betrayed. His reaction does not imply,
however, that he is unaware of the possible threats to his marriage. He is not blind
to the possibility that his young wife~ be unfaithful to him. This awareness
allows him· to detect what seems to be a sin when he is confronted with it.
On the other hand, John is suspiciously jealous and keeps Alisoun "narwe in
cage" (13224), but he is foolishly unaware of Cato's stipulation that "Men sholde
wedden after hire estaat, / For youthe and elde is often at debaat" (I 3229-30). If he
were more aware of this maxim, and if he were, like Joseph, aware that threats to his
marriage~ exist, he might not accept with open arms the young, charming
NicholaS as aboarder in his home. BufJohn is too arrogant to suspect that Alisoun
could have any interest in the young lodger. Furthermore, it is an indication of
John's stupidity that the one person John does suspect of wooing his wife is the fop
Absolon, who actually poses no threat to his marriage, because Absolon does not
4
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interest Alisoun. When Absolon sings to Alisoun from below the bedroom window,
John questions his wife. She ignores his implicit accusations, and the matt~r is .
dropped. The one time, then, that John becomes suspicious--the one time that he
seems to be aware that there grnlQ be a threat to his marriage--the object of his
suspicion is !1Qt a threat. The threat lies, rather, in Nicholas. In addition, it is also
possible to say that the~ threat to the marriage lies in another person John does
not directly suspect--Alisoun. She does, after all, have control in her affair with
Nicholas, and she does plot with her lover against her husband. John, who seems not
to see this side of his wife, is easily taken advantage of. Surely, though, these facts
are not hidden from an audience, and an audience is easily able to recognize John's
stupidity. When John's ignorance of his real situation is compared with Joseph's
awareness of his own, however, John's stupidity and arrogance become even more
striking.
Another similarity between Joseph and John is that both men encounter
someone or something who claims to speak for God: Joseph is soothed by an Angel,
and John is directed by Nicholas, who claims to know God's will. Both men, too,
blindly follow the advice they receive. The direct parallel between' the characters
ends there, however. Instead of a correlation between the two characters' encounters
with the voice of-God,-we.see.a distinct difference between them. Again, a
comparison casts John in a much more negative light than Joseph. Joseph's encounter
with an agent of God emphasizes his good sense and piety. In contrast, John's
(
encounter highlights, again, his ignorance and arrogance.
5
When Joseph leaves Mary, he feels hurt and betrayed. Once he leaves the
house and begins to walk \y, he is so despondent that he must stop to rest. At this
moment of despair the Angel appears to J08eRh and soothes him, explaining that Mary
is still an innocent, honest virgin and that she will bear God's son. Joseph's good
sense and strong faith allow him to accept the angel's words. He thanks the angel for
relieving his sadness, understands.the message, and recognizes the truth when he
hears it.
,
With John, however, we have a different story. When Nicholas tells John that
he must prepare for a flood like Noah's, John is so ignorant of what is going on
around him--sounaware of the state of his marriage--that he never entertains the idea
that ~icholas could be lying. Again, his i~norance and arrogance lead him astray.
He accepts without hesitation what Nicholas, seemingly representing the voice of
God, tells him, "This sely carpenter bigynneth quake; / Hym thynketh verraily that he
may see / Noees flood come walwynge as the see" (13614-16). Once again, next to
Joseph's good sense and piety, John's ignorance and vanity are even more
pronounced.
When we keep in mind that Chaucer was familiar with the miracle plays, and
when we recall other correlations to biblical drama within the Miller's Tale--that John
is similar to Noah, and that Alisoun echoes both Noah's wife and, more importantly,
Joseph's wife Mary--it seems logical to connect John to Joseph. Although Joseph's
name is never mentioned in the Miller's Tale, similarities between Joseph and John
can be identified. Both characters are aging carpenters with younger wives, both are
6
jealous, both are "cuckolded," both are guided by the "word of God." The
correlations are clear. The question, then; is not whether the similarities exist, but
rather why they exist. ,.¥suggest that where John and Joseph are similar, instances
when their characters are essentially mirror images ofone another, we have starting
points for comparison and, eventually, for contrast. John and Joseph, at fIrst glance,
must be very similar so~at Joseph comes to mind when the audience meets John.
Joseph may then serve as a contrast to John, as the two characters become more and
more disparate as the tale progresses. Subtle reminders to the audience of Joseph's
good qualities emphasize John's negative ones. Where Joseph is wise; John is
ignorant; where Joseph is humble and pious, John is arrogant. Certainly, audiences
might well consider John ignorant and arrogant without remembering Joseph, but with
Joseph's virtues serving as contrasts, John's faults are even more striking.
7
Endnotes
1. This paper was originally presented at the 15th Annual Medieval Forum at
Plymouth State College, April 22, 1994, as part of a panel entitled "Dramatic
Intertextuality in The Miller's Tale: Chaucer's Use of Characters from Medieval
Drama as Foils for John, Alisoun, Nicolas, and Absolon." Other papers included in
the panel are as follows: Jennifer Bailey, "Foolish Faith: John as Noah;" Christine
Lynch, "Strength in Manipulation: Alisoun as Noah's Wife;" Elaine M. Glanz,
"Madonna as Mistress: Alisoun as Mary;" Tracey A. Cummings, "Upon a Scaffold
Hye: Absolon as Herod;" and Elizabeth Beibel, "From Saint to Sinner: Nicolas as
Saint Nicolas." These papers will appear as a group publication in The Chaucer
Yearbook 3 (1996), under the editorship of Peter G. Beidler.
2. Many critics discuss the similarities between John and Joseph, but their discussions
lead them to a different conclusion than the one I propose in this paper. They present
obvious correlations between Chaucer's John and the biblical and dramatic Joseph to
conclude that the similarities are meant to parody Joseph, not to cast hiin in a more
favorable light. See, for example:· Sandra Pierson Prior, "Parodying Typology and
the Mystery Plays in the Miller's Tale," Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies
16 (1986): 57-73; Thomas W. Ross, "Notes on Chaucer's Miller's Tale, English
Language Notes 13 (1976): 256-58; Beryl B. Rowland, "The Play Ofth~iller's
Tale: A Game within a Game," Chaucer Review 5 (1970): 140-46, and "Chaucer's
Blasphemous Churl: A New Interpretation of the Miller's Tale," in Beryl B.
Rowland, ed., Chaucer and Middle English Studies in Honour of Rossell Hope
Robbins (Kent: Kent State UP, 1974), pp. 43-55; and Melvin Storm, "The Miller,
The Virgin, and The Wife of Bath," Neo.philologus 75 (1991): 291-303.
3. All quotations from the Miller's Tale are taken from The Riverside Chaucer, 3rd
edition, Larry D. Benson, ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987). Fragment and line
numbers are given with each quotation.
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Kaleidoscopic Vision: Critical Theory
and the Wife of Bath's Fourth Husband
Abstract
In this paper, I examine the surprising number of critics drawn to brief section
of the Wife of Bath's Prologue that deals with Alisoun's fourth husband. A survey of
this criticism reveals the critics use their discussions of the fourth husband to enrich
thier reading of Alisoun, and the fourth husband, in tum, becomes a kind of mirror
reflecting some influential critical,.approaches.
9
Edgar H. Duncan says that "there is nothing more brilliant in the entire [Wife
of Bath's] Prologue than ... [the] fifty lines devoted to the Wife of Bath's fourth
husband. ,,1 Other critics seem to agree. Although the Wife of Bath devotes only
these fifty lines of her 85G-line Prologue to her fourth husband, scholars from a
variety of critical "camps" are drawn to his section of the Prologue. Critics approach
the unnamed fourth husband from different angels and with different purposes in
mind. Interestingly, though, critics from seemingly ~sparate critical schools appear to
"
have one goal in common: they all use their discussions of the fourth husband to
enhance their readings of Alisoun, and the fourth husband, in tum, becomes a kind of
mirror reflecting some influential critical approaches. In this paper, I will attempt to
support this statement by discussing the criE~ commentary of: 1) new historicist
critics; 2) feminist critics; 3) "detective" critics; 4) deconstructionist critics; and 5)
psychoanalytic critics.
Before I begin to discuss each critical school individually, allow me to say a
few words about the information I have compiled here. First: the study of criticism
is vast and complex. There are numerous definitions for each critical school, and
10
each definition presents complexities and variations within that school. Indeed, each
and every critical analysis presents its own understanding of a critical school; each
and every critic has his or her own agenda and therefore highlights different aspects
of a given critical tradition. There is, then, no single new historicist, or feminist, or
deconstructive, or psychoanalytic approach. Instead, there are many approaches that
fall under each, somewhat amorphous, label. ~ts of time and space prevent me
from delving into the complexities of each critical school or into the minute details of
each critical essay presented here. For my purposes in this paper, though, a basic
definition of each school and a concentration on each critical work that illustrates how
that work fits into its critical "category" will suffice. Although I will be forced to
ignore some of the subtle complexities within each school and within each argument, I
have chosen to focus instead on the most essential elements within each, providing a
kind of basic survey of critical schools and commentaries.
Second: My placement of critics within each critical school is based only the
essays I mention here. I do not presume to classify a critic as a deconstructionist, or
a new historicist, or a feminist, but rather I have categorized each individual critical
study into one of these schools. In other words, I have not attempted to place critics
into the school with which they themselves identify, nor have I attempted to determine
how each critic defines him or herself as a scholar, nor have I paid much attention to
dates of composition. Instead, I have approached each individual study in a vacuum,
so to speak, allowing the work to place~ into a critical tradition.
Third: According to a soon-to-be published annotated bibliography on the
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Wife of Bath's performance, and as any student of Chaucer can confirm, there are
nearly 1000 commentaries on the Wife's section of The Canterbury Tales. Of these
1000 critical works, it is nearly impossible to determine how many mention the fourth
husband. We can assume, though, that many (even most) critics who discuss Alisoun
also discuss her marriages, and many of these critics touch on the fourth husband to
some extent. In order to keep my study manageable (for both writer and reader),
though, I have concentrated only on critics who spend significant amounts of time
discussing Alisoun's fourth marriage. This point may seem redundant given the title
and intent of my essay, but I want to make clear that I have not attempted to dig up
and categorize every mention of the fourth husband in the 1000 articles on Alisoun of
Bath.2 To do that would be a task that would not only be frustrating and time-
consuming, but redundant, since (I suspect) there is only so much that can be done
with such a minor character.
The authors of the critical commentaries assembled'bere seem to find the
fourth husband's section of the Prologue a worthwhile and intriguing object of
attention. Their attention implies that the brevity of the fourth husband's section of
the Prologue is no indication of its importance, and their treatment of his section
provides a heightened understanding of critical theory as well as significant insight
into the complex and elusive Alisoun of Bath.
1. New Historicist Critics
New historicist critics assume that a literary text reflects the political, social,
and economic issues and concerns of the culture that produced it, in the same way
12
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that non-fictional documents from that culture (like legal, sociological, or
philosophical documents) do. Literary texts, in other words, ~ historical documents
that allow readers to reconstruct and understand a past culture. New historicist critics
look to the fourth husband's section of the Prologue to help them understand
Alisoun's place in medieval culture--that is, his section adds to their understanding of
Alisoun as an accurate historical representation of a medieval woman.
The fourth husband's section of the Prologue conveys information about
Alisoun's economic situation. In this way, it conveys information about the ec,onomic
situation of medieval women, which often depended upon marrying well and
inheriting from their husbands. Marriage was a commodity, something to be bought
or sold, and often a woman's only hope for financial security. Alisoun understands
her economic situation, and she confesses unashamedly that she marries her first three
-husbands for money. But when Alisoun falls in love with her fourth husband, as
Priscilla Martin notes, any mention of economic and financial matters--which had
been prominent throughout her description of her first three marriages and her fifth--
are conspicuously absent. With this fourth marriage, she seems to tum away from
her tendency to marry for financial security. The fourth husband is, then, the
exception to Alisoun's rule of equating marriage with fmancial gain, as he is the only
husband whom Alisoun loves with no relation to her economic situation.3
But, we must wonder,~ does Alisoun suddenly marry for love, and what·
does any of this tell us about the economic situation of medieval women? Mary
Carruthers provides possible answers to these important questions. She notes that the
13
fourth husband's section of the Prologue indicates that Alisoun has achieved economic
stability.4 Perhaps, then, we can assume that Alisoun's fIrst three marriages, each of
which she enters for fInancial gain, made her fInancially secure, and therefore~ to
marry for love. Medieval women, if we take Alisoun as an example, could only
marry for love if they were independently wealthy, or at least fInancially secure.
Alisoun may serve as a historical representation of many medieval women who were
forced to marry for money~, or instead of, marrying for love.
New historicists view the fourth husband as part of a historical document. His
sect!.~n of the Prologue signifIes a shift in Alisoun's economic situation. As such, it
helps to illustrate the circumstances of many medieval marriages, which were entered
for money, not love, and the situation of many medieval women, whose economic
future was secured by following that rule. New historicists, then, are interested in the
fourth husband's section of the prologue because it enriches their understanding of
Alisoun, and hence, their understanding of medieval culture.5
II. Feminist critics
A primary goal for feminist critics is to discus.s a female character's strength
or weakness as a woman, examining her relationship to, rebellion against,
enslavement by, or freedom from patriarchal (male-dominated) society. In the case of
the Wife of Bath, a number of feminist critics learn about Alisoun's strength as a
woman and her relationship to the patriarchy by examining her marriages. Within
marriage, these critics ask, does she give in to patriarchal standards? Does she accept
14
)her assigned "place" in marriage and society, or does she fight to gain rights? In
short, is she vocal or quiet, active or submissive? These critics often point to
,A1isoun's relatio~hip with her fourth husband, not to mention her relationships with
her other husbands, as evidence of her feminist tendencies. They see the fourth
husband, specifically, and Alisoun's fourth marriage, as an integral part of her
struggle against the female oppression that was present in the fourteenth century.
Throughout her Prologue, Alisoun questions the place assigned to her as a
woman. Just as her manipulation of her first three husbands is evidence of this
questioning, her behavior with her fourth husband is further evidence. Barbara
Gottfried notes that the fourth husband is important to a reader's understanding of
Alisoun's feminism because when she speaks of her fourth marriage, she explores
"her relation to [patriarchal] authority. ,,6 When her fourth husband is unfaithful to
her, she does not passively agree that he is entitled to have lovers simply because he
is a man. She rebels against the idea that her husband's gender allows him sexual
freedom while her's requires monogamy and loyalty. She is furious at his
promiscuity; she fights back. Alisoun pretends to take her own lovers, and she claims
that she tortures her fourth husband by making him jealous~- As Mary Hamel
contends, she is not stereotypically passive; she does not embrace stereotypically
female emotional and sexual powerlessness.7 Her marital behavior indicates instead a
non-stereotypical struggle for power. Indeed, Marc Glasser notes that this struggle
appears not only in the Prologue, but in the tale as well, in that the knight and the
hag struggle for sovereignty, with the hag triumphant in the end. Glasser points out
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the parallel between AliSoun' s Tale and her own narrative--she too strl.Iggles for
dominance and triumphs over each of her husbands, her fourth included.g Frances
Gussenhoven agrees that the Wife is anything but passive, citing parallels between the
Wife's Prologue and Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew in order to illustrate
their similar strl.Iggles for dominance. In both texts, Gussenhoven notes, the woman
is masterful and the man obedient. Alisoun's ability to make her fourth husband
jealous indicates her, at least temporary, sovereignty over him. 9 Donald C. Green
clearly concurs with Gussenhoven's and Glasser's opinion that Alisoun gains
sovereignty, at least for a time, over her fourth husband. Green claims that she
dominates her husbands in any number of ways, "by force, by guile, by maistrie,"
and that she is never passive. 10
Kenneth J. Oberembt discusses the fourth husband in similar terms. He
asserts that Alisoun' s behavior in her fourth marriage can be seen as questioning the
patriarchal notion that reason is typically male while sensuality is typically female.
The fourth husband is not, in Oberembt's words, an "exemplar of masculinity and of
adherence to reason" because he gives in to stereotypica1ly feminine sensuality when
he takes a lover. A stereotypica1ly masculine, reasonable man, on the other hand,
would have remained faithful to his marriage. According to Oberembt, however, it is
Alisoun who takes up this reasonable role. Although she makes her fourth husband
believe that she takes lovers, she is in fact faithful to him. Alisoun, then, exemplifies
the patriarchal idea of masculinity. By examining the fourth husband, Oberembt
highlights this swapping of accepted masculine and feminine behaviors and implicitlY
16
points to Alisoun' s questioning of patriarchy.II
These feminist approaches and others like them, which examine Alisoun in
relation to her fourth husband, help critics to recognize Alisoun's feminism. Her
fourth marriage allows her to continue the practice she had begun with her first three
husbands: to question and rebel against male-dominated society. It matters little that
Alisoun does not control her fourth husband in the end. The fact remains that she
does not accept her role as a passive or submissive female, a wife with no "voice"
and no power. She does not accept medieval patriarchal notions of femininity.
Feminist critics, in other words, see the~ against oppressive patriarchy as
important as the conquering of patriarchy, and Alisoun's fourth marriage helps to
'-- .
illustrate that struggle. Once again, then, the fourth husband's importance lies in
what he can add to a critical reading of Alisoun. Here, he helps feminist critics
identify feminist traits in Alisoun's personality.
m. Detective critics
I use the term "detective critics" to refer to critics who find the fourth
,
husband's section of the Prologue intriguing because of his sudden and unexplained
death. The interest in the fourth husband's questionable demise has led to a debate
about his "murder" that has engaged critics from various schools. Interestingly,
although critics approach this issue from different standpoints, they all use the
"murder mystery" to add to their interpretations of Alisoun. While this "school" is
not really a school at all, then, but rather a tidy label with which to tag critics from a
17
variety of schools who take part in the murder debate, it is impossible to ignore this
"approach" to the fourth husband.
The debate was initiated by Vernon Hall, who wrote a tongue-in-cheek
Sherlock Holmes story implicating the Wife and her fifth husband Jankyn in the death
of her fourth husband.12 Later literary critics took seriously the notion that Alisoun
is a murderess. Psychoanalytic critics, for example, attempt to give Alisoun
psychological motive for murder. Donald B. Sands, for instance, speaks for a
number of critics when he says that he "cannot see how any reader can overlook the
implication that Jankyn and Alisoun somehow did away with the fourth husband." He
claims that Alisoun is a "sociopath" with a Charles Manson-like character disorder
that is "characterized by antisocial reaction, dysocial reaction, and usually addiction
(in AIys's case, probably to alcohol)." He goes on to cl,aim that this addiction to
alcohol leads to Alisouo.'s fourth marriage--she marries him under the influence--and
that her unnatural hate of all men forces her to plan his murder. 13
Beryl Rowland also believes that Alisoun and Jankyn murdered the fourth
husband. Consistent with a psychoanalytic approach, she cites as evidence for this
notion Alisoun's mode of narration, which "suggest[s] a pathological state':: she loses
her train of thought, indicating that she is trying to cover the truth. She also cites the
fourth husband's conspicuous burial inside a church, Alisoun's dream, Alisoun's
feigned grief at her fourth· husband's funeral, and the stories that Jankyn chooses to
read from his book of wicked wives--stories he embellishes to include murder. 14
Dolores Palomo also supports the theory that Alisoun and Jankyn murdered the
18
fourth husband. She asserts that, upon entering her fourth marriage, Alisoun expects
, '
fulfillment of her girlhood fantasies of sexual fulfillment and true love. Her fourth
husband, however, takes a lover--satisfying his sexual desire elsewhere and leaving
Alisoun's desires for love and sex unfulfilled--and Alisoun, heartbroken and ready to
find someone who will satisfy her emotionally and physically, arranges for his
murder. Like Rowland, Palomo sees Alisoun's mode of narration as evidence.
Palomo suggests that Alisoun tells the story of her fourth husband's adultery in order
to portray herself as a victim and draw attention away from his death. Furthermore,
in Palomo's opinion, Alisoun changes subjects so abruptly in the fourth husband's
section because there is something that she cannot say; she changes direCtion when
she approaches "events which she cannot reveal" because they would implicate her in
her husband's murderY
Martin Puhvel departs from the psychoanalytic critics who provide reasons that
Alisoun might be a murderess, but he too asserts that Alisoun and Jankyn murdered
the fourth husband. He bases his assumption not on Alisoun's psychology, but on the
idea that Alisoun is loosely based on an Irish woman, Alice Kyteler, who poisoned
her husbands with magical potions. 16 He believes that Alisoun of Bath did the same,
and that she reacts violently to Jankyn's stories of wicked wives because they mention
poisoning. 17
New historicist critics also add their voices to this murder debate, providing
the opposite viewpoint. 18 Since they view literature as an historical document
exemplifying the cultural conditions and structures of the time that produced it, new
19
historicists point out that the pro-murder critics invent a character who simply would
not have existed in medieval culture. Referring to the actual conditions of the time
period, for instance, Hamel refutes those critics who see Alisoun as a murderer.
Alisoun would not have killed her' fourth husband because there was a good chance
that she would have been caught and punisheEl severely.19 T. L. Burton also asserts
Alisoun's innocence by stating that the Wife would not have taken life for granted:
death was too real a possibility in medieval times.20
The critics who take part in this debate clearly put a large emphasis on the
fourth husband, expanding the fifty lines given to him into a murder mystery. The
result of the detailed consideration of the fourth husband's death, however, is a
heightened understanding of Alisoun, not of the fourth husband. Even the new
historicists, while countering the murder charges, discuss Alisoun, not her fourth
husband. Their emphasis, like the emphasis of those who QQ accuse Alisoun of
murder, lies on the Wife.
For all that these detective critics add to the text, then, they do not add to
Chaucer's portrayal of the husband as a character. Rather, they add to Chaucer's
portrayal of Alisoun. They tum her into something very different from what she
appears; she is transformed from a jolly and worldly woman into a cunning
murderess. These critics may "rewrite" the fourth husband's death, but only so that
they are able to rewrite Alisoun's life.
IV. Deconstructionist critics
20
A basic premise behind deconstruction is that symbols--words and language--
have no definite, absolute meaning. By extending this premise, deconstructionist
critics assume that literary texts can have no absolute meaning because they are
constructed from words. To look to a~ for concrete meaning is a fallacy, then,
because language is not an adequate vehicle to transmit it. Deconstruction also
attempts to break down traditional ideas concerning what constitutes "text," believing
that anything is text: a street sign, a picture, silence. Working from these two
premises, deconstructionist critics work with a text to determine what is missing, to
explore instances when the written word is unable to tell the "whole story," or to find
the real significance behind what lies on the page. In The Wife of Bath's Prologue,
deconstructionist critics fmd fertile ground for exploration. They are able to assess
Alisoun's personality based upon what she does IlQt say, rather than upon what she
does say.
The concept that meaning appears not on the page but in what is left off the
pa~e is very important when deconstructionists approach the fourth husband's section
of the Prologue, because Alisoun is not forthcoming with information about him.
There is not much written text upon which to base an interpretation or from which to
derive significance. Deconstructionist critics notice the fourth husband's section of
the Prologue, though, precisely because it is so short. They attempt to defme Alisoun
based on her narrative, based on what she says and, more importantly, what she does
not say. They remind us that Alisoun constructs the self that we know to be~
through her words--telling us only what she wants us to know, embellishing upon or
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lying about details, neglecting to mention personally significant experiences or
intensely personal feelings that she would rather keep private. She does not have to
tell us anything about her "true" personality; she can stay quiet when she wants to,
and we'll never know the difference. But by delving into her silences, we can
perhaps understand the "real" Alisoun a bit more. With this idea in mind, the fifty
lines devoted to the fourth husband are revealing.
Gloria K. Shapiro explains, "the most efficient way to expose the parts of
Alice that she wants to hide, is to direct our attention to her comments on her largely
ignored fourth husband. His importance is belied by the paucity of lines devoted to
him." Alisoun's tendency, Shapiro says, is to avoid discussion of the things that are
most painful to her; hence, the brevity of the fourth husband's section indicates the
emotional pain prompted by his memory. Alisoun is more sensitive than she lets on,
deeply troubled by the failure--especially the sexual failure--of her fourth marriage.
Without reading between the lines of the fourth husband's portion of the Prologue,
that side of Alisoun' s personality might remain hidden from US. 21
H. Marshall Leicester agrees and expands upon this point. He too believes
that clues to Alisoun's personality can be found by examining the way she tells--and
does nQt tell--her story, especially the story of her fourth husband. Leicester argues
that the section's brevity is no indication of its importance. Alisoun's reluctance to
speak of her fourth marriage and her inability to do so articulately when she does
speak of it indicate that "something is somehow being displaced, namely her deepest
feelings": her pain and regret over the failure of her fourth marriage. Furthermore,
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Alisoun's hesitation to speak of her fourth husband leads to an emotional tension in
the text, signifying Alisoun's attempt to come to terms with her feelings for her fourth
husband.22
Both Leicester and Shapiro deconstruct the fourth husband's section of the
Prologue to show that, regardless of its brevity, even because of its brevity, the
section is perhaps the most important part of the entire Prologue. When read in the
way Leicester and Shapiro suggest, the section sheds enormous light on Alisoun's
personality. Alisoun speaks, and refuses to speak, about her fourth husband in a way
that reveals her feelings about him. Critics who read the fourth husband's section in
this way, like those critics who accuse Alisoun of murder, rewrite Alisoun as a
character, endowing her with qualities that are not readily apparent. Their
concentration, then, lies once again on Alisoun, and not on her fourth husband, even
though the discussion centers on his section of the prologue.
V. Psychoanalytic critics
Like the deconstructionist critics men~oned above, psychoanalytic critics look
beyond the written words of a literary text in order to find what lies behind it. While
some psychoanalytic critics try to explain a character's actions based on his or her
psychological makeup (recall Sands' and Rowland's treatments of the fourth husband's
"murder," for instance), the psychoanalytic critics with whom I am concerned work in
the opposite direction. They attempt to understand the psychological makeup of a
character based on his or her behavior. These psychoanalytic critics analyze
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Alisoun's relationship to her fourth husband to find clues to her psyche.23 Most
often, when psychoanalytic critics touch on the fourth husband, they discuss Alisoun's
reaction to his adultery. For example, Burton claims that although Alisoun doesn't
admit that she is hurt by her fourth husband's infidelity, we know that she is. She
swears that she gets her revenge on him--hurts him--by claiming to commit adultery
herself, but she swears tQQ strongly. Her strong insistence on his pain may point to
an opposing reality: that he was llQt affected by her adultery, and that she was
emotionally crushed by his lack of concern.24
Gottfried and Palomo also note Alisoun's hidden pain. Gottfried asserts that
Alisoun's heightened desire to drink after her fourth husband's infidelity is evidence
of her negative psychological reaction.25 Palomo, as I mentioned earlier, suggests
that Alisoun is so disturbed by her fourth husband's infidelity--her pain is so deep--
that she plans his murder. 26 Similarly, Duncan believes that Alisoun's fourth
husband's affair makes her bitter, while Ruggiers believes that it makes her
jealous.27
Critics also comment upon Alisoun's emotional reaction to her fourth
husband's infidelity because of what that reaction shows about her true wishes for
marriage. For instance, Paul G. Ruggiers asserts that Alisoun loves her fourth
husband so much precisely because he is unfaithful. He presents a challenge (as
opposed to her previous three husbands) as he actively engages, with Alisoun, in a
stimulating struggle for dominance. Her enjoyment of this situation indicates her
ambiguous feelings towards dominance. She enjoys the struggle, apparently, not only
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because she might win, but also because she might lose. It seems, then, that
Ruggiers agrees with Gottfried and Palomo, who contend that Alisoun wants .QQfu
powerlessness gnd power in her marriage. 28
Psychoanalytic critics, like the critics I have mentioned earlier, use the fourth
husband as a way to understand Alisoun as a character. They examine the fourth
marriage, specifically Alisoun's reaction to her fourth husband's adultery, in order to
identify characteristics in Alisoun's psyche. These characteristics are not visible in
Alisoun's written performance alone. The length of the fourth husband's section of
the Prologue, for instance, would not necessarily lead one to suppose that Alisoun' s
relationship with her fourth husband causes her to be hurt, jealous, or bitter, nor
would it lead one to assume that Alisoun wants from marriage something very
different from what she claims to want. These conclusions can only be reached by
delving beyond the text and hypothesizing about Alisoun's psychological makeup.
*
With this map of the critical commentary, I have attempted to sort out the
different critical approaches to an apparently unimportant character. Scholars from
various schools examine the fourtl} husband, and they do it in a variety of ways.
New historicist critics focus on what the Wife's fourth marriage says about the Wife's
financial situation and about the situation of medieval women in general. Feminist
critics focus on the fourth husband to shed light on the Wife's attitude toward
patriarchal society, and detective critics explore the text in order to enlarge the Wife's
biography to include murder. Deconstructionist critics contemplate what is missing
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from the text in order to fmd hidden aspects of Alisoun' s personality, and
psychoanalytic critics, with a similar tendency, comb the text for evidence of the
Wife's hidden psychologic reactions to her fourth husband's adultery. These '
deconstructionist and psychoanalytic critics analyze the fourth husband's section of the
prologue because it points to facets of Alisoun's personality that are not visible on the
surface, from her "spoken" narrative alone.
There is clearly a pattern in the critical responses to Alisoun's fourth husband.
Critics,use the fourth husband the "get at" Alisoun. They do not examine the fourth
husband as a character in order to understand him. Instead, they examine him in order
to rewrite, expand, alter, and understand the character of the Wife herself. In light of
the way various critical schools use the fourth husband, it may be better to call him
something other than a character. In the eyes of these critics, it seems, he is more a
tool, a device, even a slave. He lends himself to their different approaches, existing
only for their purposes and ultimately helping them reach one common goal: a
heightened understanding of Alisoun of Bath.
Lehigh University
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Gender, Insanity, and Subjectivity
Lady Audley's Internalized Truth
Abstract
In this paper, I examine Lady Audley's simultaneous adherence to and
resistance against the ideological construction of her subjectivity. She embraces the
indisputable "truth" (that women are physiologically prone to insanity) proposed by
the Victorian psychiatric and medical professions, and she constructs her subjectivity
accordingly. At the same time, she rejects that "truth" and attempts to define a new
self.
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As Elaine Showalter's The Female Malady makes abundantly clear, insanity
was not only a widespread condition in Victorian England, but it was also a widely
debated topic and widely known as a primarily female disorder. Showalter notes that
the psychiatric profession in the Victorian era differentiated between male and female
insanity, claiming that male insanity resulted from "intellectual and economic
pressures" while female insanity resulted from female sexuality and women's
"essential nature. "I Nineteenth century physicians connected mental illness in
females to the female reproductive system, believed in a fundamental link between the
uterus and the brain, so that a disturbance in the former causes a disturbance in the
latter.2 Further, nineteenth century physicians believed that female insanity could be
passed down through generations, especially from mother to daughter. One Victorian
doctor wrote, "it is agreed by all alienist physicians ... that girls are ... likely to
inherit insanity from their mothers. "3 Women, then, as far as the Victorian medical
and psychiatric professions were concerned, were physiologically prone to insanity.
The medical and psychiatric professions, though, did not take into account two
other factors that led to "insanity" in women: first, that men labeled as "insane"
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women who deviated from roles patriarchal society deemed "feminine"; and second,
that male domination gave rise to actions and emotions that patriarchal society
subsequently interpreted as insanity.4 The medical community blamed "deviant"
behavior on faulty female biology, not on cultural problems that existed for women.·
That these women were not "insane" at all did not matter--they were labeled insane.
The issues underlying the question of female insanity--questions about its real causes--
although ignored by the (male) medical and psychiatric professions, were
acknowledged by Victorian authors like Florence Nightingale, Charlotte Bronte, and
Mary Elizabeth Braddon. By the mid-nineteenth century, the madwoman had become
a common subject in literature, her madness representing anger about and protest
against patriarchal notions of gender.5
In a way, Braddon's sensation novel Lady Audley's Secret seems to give us
just such a "madwoman" in Lady Audley, a woman who ultimately claims that her
crimes--bigamy and attempted murder--were prompted by her inherited insanity, and
who is institutionalized until her death. Yet Braddon seems to invite readers to
question Lady Audley's "confession" of insanity by providing an alternate view.
When Robert describes Lady Audley's story to Dr. Mosgrove (whom he has called to
examine Lady Audley), the doctor pronounces her sane:
There is no evidence of madness in anything she has done. She ran away
from her home, because her home was not a pleasant one, and she left in the
hope of finding abetter. There is no madness in that. She committed the
crime of bigamy.because by that crime she obtained fortune and position.
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There is no madness there. When she found herself in a desperate position,
she did not grow desperate. She employed intelligent means and she carried
out a conspiracy which required coolness and deliberation in its execution.
There is no madness in that. (248)6
After meeting Lady Audley, though, the doctor calls for Lady Audley's incarceration
in an asylum. This action is clearly problematic. Dr. Mosgrove still does not believe
that Lady Audley is insane; he explains "'the lady is not insane ... she is
dangerous! '" (249). But nonetheless, he facilitates her institutionalization. Perhaps
Dr. Mosgrove accepts Lady Audley's "confession" in order to help the Audley family
avoid the scandal that would erupt from a criminal investigation and punishment.
Perhaps he condemns her to the asylum because she deviates from an idealized
feminine role through her carefully planned deceptions, and this deviation makes her
"dangerous." Regardless of his motivations, the doctor's belief in Lady Audley's
sanity invites readers to question Lady Audley's own claims of insanity. Most
critics who discuss Lady Audley's "secret" seem to agree with the doctor's first
diagnosis. To these critics, Lady Audley is not insane by anyone's standards,
including her own, if we assume that one who is insane is unaware of reality and not
in control,pr-fi~ or her actions. Showalter comments that "Lady Audley's real secret
is that she is sane" and that she is ultimately condemned as insane only because she
deviates from and rebels against the patriarchal ideal of femininity.? Her "angel of
the house" femininity hides the fact that she is manipulative and cunning, strong-
willed and threatening. Lady Audley's actions are carefully planned and carried out;
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she is not delusional.
While I agree that Lady Audley'~ behavior seems sane, critics, I think, have
neglected to explore one important possibility: Lady Audley believes she is mad.
Madness, for Lady Audley, is a reality, a condition inherited from her insane mother,
a condition to which she is prone because shejs female, and this notion governs her
".
throughout her life. Examining Lady Audley in this light reveals paradoxes,
ambiguities, and problematic implications in this surprisingly complex novel.
Allusions to Lady Audley's "secret"--her mother's insanity and her belief in
her own inherited "taint"--appear through much of the novel. In the first chapter, for
instance, Lucy Graham (Lady Audley's assumed identity at that time) mentions
bitterly, when confronted with the idea that Sir Michael Audley has efpressed a
romantic interest in her, that '''some PeOple are born to be unlucky ... it would be a
great deal too much good fortune for me to become Lady Audley'" (6). When Sir
Michael does propose to her, later in the same chapter, Lady Audley comes close to
exposing her secret while she tries to explain why she '''can not'" love him: "'you
ask to much of me! ... My mother-- But do not let me speak of her.... you can
never guess what is endured by such as we. Do not ask too much of me, then'" (8).
Lady Audley's abrupt refusal to speak of her mother, of course, may indicate Lady
Audley's !eluctance to tell Sir Michael that her mother was insane. But more
.... iIllPo~t!Y-,~ecause she fo!l~~s this chanEe~f subject with a reference !~ "we," this
passage may also indicate her belief in the undeniable link between insane mother and
insane daughter. 8
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These early suggestions aside, Lady Audley's belief in her madness becomes
clear to a reader only if we. begin, paradoxically, at the end. The ending is especially
important in a sensation novel, where the "real" motive is only knowable after the
plot has worked itself out. Such is the case with Lady Audl~y's Secret. The "secret"
itself is concealed until Lady Audley confesses to Robert in the final third of the
novel. When she does confess, the revelation is total. It illustrates that Lady Audley
has lived with her "madness" all her life: Lady Audley exclaims,
When you say I killed George Talboys, you say the truth. . ., I killed him
because I AM MAD! because my intellect is a little way upon the wrong side
of that narrow boundary-line between sanity and insanity ... my mind, never
pro.perly balanced, utterly lost its balance, and I was mad! (237, underline
added)
Lady Audley goes on to confess that the "secret of her life" is that her mother was a
madwoman, confined to an asylum, and that her whole life has been haunted by the
notion that '''the only inheritance I had to expect from my mother was--insanity'"
(230). The importance of this confession, for me, lies in the fact that Lady Audley
has lived all her life with the conviction that she, like her mother, carries insanity
inside her like a disease. Even before she believes thflt it manifests itself, she never
doubts its presence in her biology.
Examining Lady Audley in light of her belief in her own madness yields
insights into her character that can be missed if we assume that: 1) Lady Audley's
"confession" is an excuse by which she avoids criminal punishment, as some critics
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suggest;9 2) Robert"and the doctor's condemnation of Lady Audley is a tactic Robert
employs to avoid a family scandal; or 3) Lady Audley's fate is a metaphor for a not-
uncommon practice in Victorian England of labeling strong, "unfeminine" women
insane and institutionalizing them. All of these readings may be valid in this highly
ambiguous novel. Lady Audley's confession does allow her to avoid criminal
punishment (perhaps execution) in favor of lifelong incarceration in an insane asylum;
Robert does seem to pressure the doctor into diagnosing Lady Audley as insane, and
the resulting admittance to the asylum is certainly "quieter" and therefore less
scandalous for the Audley family than a public trial and punishment would be; and
Lady Audley is strong-willed and powerful (not typically "feminine" qualities), and
she is ultimately overpowered by men who claim she is insane, perhaps, in order to
subdue her. But because these readings assume that Lady Audley believes herself to
be sane, they do not allow room for an exploration of the way Lady Audley's belief
in her madness motivates her and controls her action.
As recent philosophers and literary critics have noted, subjectivity is
determined by the dominant ideology of a given time period. 10 In Judith Newton's
and Deborah Rosenblat's words, "ideology is a system of representations through
which we experience ourselves . . . [T]he work of ideology is . . . to construct
coherent subjects. ,,11 The dominant ideology presents indisputable "truths" about
human nature and requires that individuals internalize--or accept--the truths. This
internalization causes the view of human nature presented by the dominant ideology to
become recognized as "The Way Things Are," so to speak, and individual subjectivity
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is constructed in relation to this view. 12 The individual then becomes a "subject" in
two ways, according to Catherine Belsey: "the subject is not only a grammatical
subject [an "I"], 'a center of initiatives, author of and responsible for its actions,' but
also a subjected being who submits to the authority of the social formation
represented in ideology. ,,13 Lady Audley, it follows, internalizes the truths presented
by the psychiatric and medical professions, and her subjectivity is thereby
constructed. Even before she believes the her madness has manifested itself, she
believes that she has inherited the inescapably tendency toward it. As her references
to her mothetand to her own "inheritance" indicate, then, she understands herself as
an insane woman waiting for her insanity to appear. This construction of subjectivity,
however, is complex. In one way, Lady Audley internalizes, and therefore accepts,
the psychiatric "truth" that women are irrational and more prone to insanity than
men. 14 But, although Lady Audley seems to believe that she has no choice but to
succumb to her mother's fate, she does not want to accept that fate. Perhaps her
assumption of different identities is one way she attempts to distance herself from
what she considers to be her essence. IS In other words, Lady Audley seems to rebel
against the ideology that has constructed her--the ideology that has "told" her that she
is insane because she is female and because her mother was insane. With each name
change, then, she steps further awayfrom-her- original-identity andatfemptSto eseape-------
the patriarchal definition of insanity. She attempts to construct a new self.
Ironically, though, with each step, she willingly becomes more of a slave to a
different patriarchal convention: femininity. Even more ironically, it is in her most
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typically feminine role--as Lady Audley--that her behavior comes closest to society's
standards of insanity.
Lady Audley begins as Helen Maldon--the "'daughter of a drunken pauper'"
(120) as her father-in-law disdainfully refers to her. Because Helen Maldon is
directly related to an insane women, and because Helen Maldon directly inherits the
insanity, Helen Maldon must be left behind. Helen embraces a feminine "ideal" as
she realizes that her beauty is her ticket to a better life:
As I grew older I was told that I was pretty--beautiful--Iovely--bewitching. I
heard all these things at first indifferently, but by and by I listened to them
greedily, and began to think that in spite of the secret of my life I might be
more successful in the world's great lottery than my companions. I had learnt
that which in some indefinite m~r of other every school-girl learns ,sooner
or later--I leaned that my ultimate fate in life depended upon my marriage, and
I concluded that if I was indeed prettier than my schoolfellows, I ought to
marry better than anyone of them. (231)
She and her father go to a seaside resort so that Helen can attract a wealthy husband,
and she apparently succeeds. George Talboys falls in love with her, and they marry.
As a result, Helen Maldon becomes Helen Talboys, and she succeeds in distancing
herself from her past in three ways. First, she takes a metaphorical step away from
the inevitable mother-daughter link by changing her name. Second, she literally
separates herself from her association with insanity by moving away from those who
know about her mother (and, therefore, about her own inherited insanity) and by
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neglecting to tell George about her "tainted" bloodline. And third, she leaves behind
her less acceptable role (poor, motherless, and inevitably insane Helen Maldon) when
she takes on conventionally acceptable roles--first as the young wife Helen Talboys,
then as the amiable governess Lucy Graham, and finally as the beautiful, wealthy wife
of Sir Michael Audley.
George and Helen live happily for one year, until George's money runs out.
Then they are forced to live frugally, and, after Helen gives birth to Georgey, she
complains bitterly about their financial situation. Her lament affects George, and he
leaves to find his fortune. Helen, however, sees his leaving as desertion, and she
resents it, her resulting fmancial situation, and even her child. At this point, after
having taken a step away from her link with insanity, Helen feels her madness--or
what she believes to be madness--begin to manifest itself. During her fmal
confession, she explains that "'The hereditary taint that was in my blood had never
until this time showed itself by anyone sign or token, but at this time I became
subject to fits of violence and despair. At this time I think my mind first lost its
balance, and for the first time I crossed that in.visible line which separates reason
from madness'" (232). Ironically, as she tries to distance herself from what she
believes to be her nature, she begins to illustrate that nature. She begins to act like
an "insane" woman. At this point, then, we begin to notice a paradox: as Lady
Audley attempts to disavow her self-proclaimed insanity, she actually comes closer to
fulfilling that fate by satisfying society's defmition of insanity.
This outbreak of her "condition" prompts Helen to attempt another step away
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from her association with insanity. This time, she takes on the name Lucy Graham
and becomes a governess. As a governess, she is again _able to fulfill a feminine
role; even though she is no longer wealthy or married, she is still beautiful, and she is
employed in a typically feminine trade. Taking a position with the Dawson family,
.she meets and marries Sir Michael, and takes on the identity (removed yet another
step from Helen Maldon) of Lady Lucy Audley. Through these moves and changes
of identity, Lady Audley removes herself from any public association with insanity.
None of her acquaintances has any suspicion of her secret, and, until George Talboys
comes back to remind her of her identity as Helen Maldon/Talboys and her inherited
fate, she is successful, content, and admired. As an ideal female, she is beautiful,
wealthy and generous, and she believes that her "'mind had regained its just
balance'" (233).
Paradoxically, while Lady Audley is apparently most typically feminine, and
while she seems to be most distant from any identification with insanity, Lady
Audley's behavior becomes "insane" according to society's standards of acceptable
feminine behavior. When George Talboys returns and threatens to expose her as
Helen Maldon/Talboys, she pushes him down a dry well; when Robert threatens to
expose her as a (supposed) murderess, she attempts to bum down the inn in which he
is sleeping. She succumbs to "insanity" more completely as Lady Audley than she
had as the potentially but inevitably insane daughter of a drunken pauper, or as the
nearly insane wife of a desertive husband. As Lady Audley, she proves to herself
that her fears about insanity were not unfounded.
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Her actions lead to even greater paradoxes. First, Lady Audley succumbs to
the fate that she had tried to avoid by changing he~ identity--she behaves in a manner
that is considered insane and is confined to a "living grave" (256) in a maison de
sante. And second, while Lady Audley had also changed her identity in order to
avoid the association with the masculine-prescribed role of the insane woman and
embrace association with the masculine-prescribed role of the ideal female, when she
enters the maison de sante, Robert assigns her yet another identity: Miss Taylor.
This time, however, the name change signifies complete identification with, instead of
separation from, insanity. No one near her will know (or at least never admit to
knowing) Helen Maldon, Helen Talboys, Lucy Graham, or Lucy Audley, all of whom
resisted the threat of inherited madness to one degree or another; they will only know
Miss Taylor, a madwoman confined to an asylum. Thus, she is simultaneously
closest to and farthest from her original self-perceived identity. This [mal change
reduces Lady Audley, for those who do not know her secret, to "the pretty fair haired
woman who died abroad" (286), and, for those who do know her story, to "the
wretched woman who had borne so many names, and was to bear a false one for the
rest of her life" (279). Ironically, then, Lady Audley's attempt to change her name in
order to avoid identification with insanity has been turned against her. Robert uses
the same technique to condemn Lady Audley that *e had used, unsuccessfully, to
avoid condemnation.
The effects of Lady Audley's belief in her insanity are not, of course, found
only in her attempt to change her name. Perhaps, too, the belief stimulates her need
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(for control. She cannot control biology or heredity, and she cannot control the
emergence of insanity, so she seems to seek control in other areas. The first type of
control she seeks is emotional control. For Lady Audley, maintaining a sense of
emotional control is intricately bound to remaining "sane," because Victorians
sometimes interpreted an abundance of feminine emotion as an indication of
insanity.16 Interestingly, her emotional control is often linked to and determined by
her financial situation. 17 When she confesses her "secret" to Robert, Lady Audley
does not disguise the fact that financial security is important to her; she refers
.~-\
repeatedly to her life of poverty and. her subsequent attempts to escape it: "'at a very
early age I found out what it was to be poor'" (229). Her references to her poverty-
stricken past are unmistakably bitter. She explains to Robert that when she was
forced to remain with an abusive guardian because her father did not have the money
to pay for her withdrawal, she "'felt the bitterness of poverty. '" She goes on to
explain that her father's inability to finance her mother's health care made her realize
again "'what a bitter thing it is to be poor'" (230). Indeed, she admits that she uses
her beauty to better her position, and that she loves Sir Michael more than she loved
George Talboys because "'when you [Sir Michael] married me you elevated me to a
position that he could never have given me'" (231).
Certainly, Lady Audley's desire for financial stability is, on the surface, quite
understandable, given her past. But perhaps there is more to her desire than simply a
yearning for a better life than she experienced as a child. Perhaps Lady Audley craves
financial stability because, for her, it is bound up with maintaining emotional control.
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Significantly, through most of Lady Audley's life financial stability allows for
emotional stability; for most of her life, when she is financially stable she behaves in
a manner that society believes is sane. But when she lacks financial control, her
emotions are unruly, and the idea of madness haunts her. When she lives with her
guardian and has no financial control, she "'brooded horribly upon the thought of my
mother's madness ... [the idea of madness] grew upon me until I used to awake in
the dead of night screaming aloud in an agony of terror'" (229). Similarly, her own
"madness"--behavior that she (and society) believes to be "insane"-- begins to
manifest itself when her plan for gaining financial stability fails. George, who she
thought was her "'wandering prince'" (231), leaves her "'with no protector but a
weak, tipsy father, and with a child to support'" (232). She is helpless and destitute,
and she admits that she "'crossed that invisible line which separates reason from
madness'" (232). Here again, her emotions (and, according to her, her sanity) run
wild when she loses financial control. Similarly, and most important to Lady
Audley's ultimate fate, George's promise to expose Lady Audley's identity threatens
to end her financial stability, so she attempts to dispose of the threat. With this
action, Lady Audley brings herself even closer to fulfilling society's definition of an
insane woman. In these instances then, we seem to find another paradox: Lady
Audley seems to need [mancial stability to have emotional control and, therefore, to
act "sane," yet she loses control of her emotions 'andac!S ste!eotypical "insane~_ ~~en
she attempts to preserve this financial stability.
Lady Audley also seeks control in her personal relationships. She
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manipulates people with her beauty, with her portrayal of the ideal Victorian
woman. 18 She is blond,.blue-eyed, dainty, and feminine. She knows when and_ ~ow
to charm, faint, flirt, or pose and she achieves her goals, many times, through
feminine role playing. She attains the position of a governess by playing the part of
the ideal-woman-on-hard-times, and convincing Mrs. Vincent that a reference check is
unnecessary. Mrs. Vincent explains, "'She had endured so much, she said, young as
she was ... How could I press her for a reference under these circumstances,
especially when I saw that she was a perfect lady?'" (155-6). Later, she attracts Sir
Michael with her beauty and grace. As I mentioned earlier, she avoids suspicion by
fitting the Victorian ideal of femininity. Indeed, as Chiara Briganti poiIJ,ts out, "the
closer she comes to being found out, the smaller, younger, and more feminine she
manages to appear. ,,19 Lady Audley, in other words, plays the part of the Victorian
lady to suit her purposes--to control her personal relationships and her financial
position and to continue to appear sane, to herself and to society.
Lady Audley does not, however, convince everyone with her appearance. The ~
artist who paints Lady Audley's portrait, for instance, gives her "something of an
aspect of a beautiful fiend" (47). Alicia Audley, furthermore, calls her "'a vain,
frivolous, heartless little coquette ... a practiced and consummate flirt'" and laments
to her father, "'You think her sensitive because she has soft little white hands, and
big blue eyes with long lashes, and all manner of affected, fantastical ways, which
you stupid men call fascinating. Sensitive! Why I've seen her do cruel things with
those slender white fingers, and laugh at the pain she inflicted'" (69). It is not
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surprising that Lady Audley avoids and dislikes people whom she cannot control--she
fmds Alicia irritating, and she becomes enraged at Phoebe and Luke Marks when she
loses her control over them--because they seem to sense the "nature," the
ideologically imposed "truth," she attempts to hide.
But the relationship that is most interesting in terms of Lady Audley's attempts
at control is her relationship with Robert.. Although Robert is initially dazzled by her
beauty, he knows that there is more to Lady Audley than meets the eye. And
although Lady Audley ultimately realizes that she cannot manipulate Rqbeftwith her
beauty and femininity, she tries numerous times. The first time that Robert lets her
know that he is in control, that his investigation of George's death is leading him to
her, she attempts to manipulate him with a show of stereotypical femininity; she
faints, acting the part of the weak, helpless, beautiful woman: "Sitting quietly in her
chair, her head fallen back upon the amber damask cushions, and her little hands
lying powerless in her lap, Lady Audley had fainted away" (81). Later, when
Robert confronts Lady Audley with her crime, she again tries to play the part of the
helpless woman--she shivers and claims that she suffers from a nervous condition.
Robert, however, turns her ploys against her. He tells her that "womanly
prevarication" will not save her. Further, he says that her womanly ploys make her
"true" nature even more abhorrent: '''Do you think the gifts which you have played
against fortune are to hold you exempt from retribution? No, my lady, your youth and
beauty, your grace and refinement only make the horrible secret of your life more
horrible'" (178).
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This statement forces Lady Audley to alter her means of gaining control, and
lIer new "approach" provides significant insight iIltQJ..ady Audley's beliefl~her0'\Yn
madness. She abandons her attempt at manipulation by feminine ploys, and she
attempts to control Robert with the idea the has always controlled her: madness. She
knows the power of her accusation when she calls Robert mad; she has spent her life
trying to avoid just such an accusation. With her insinuation, she intends to instill
enough fear in Robert to force him to abandon his pursuit of her. Her plan, however,
backfires. Ironically, when Lady Audley attempts to control Robert with the idea of
madness, just as she has been controlled by it, she loses all control. 20
Although Robert is taken aback by Lady Audley's accusation and by the
knowledge that, should others believe her, he could be institutionalized for life, he
continues his investigation. Lady Audley, realizing that she will not deter Robert by
threatening him, attempts to convince others of his madness in the hopes that they will
control him for her. She asks Alicia if there is any hereditary "eccentricity" in
Robert's family, and attempts to use this information to convince Sir Michael that
Robert is insane. Her attempt, though, not only brings her closer to her own
institutionalization, but also reveals her "secret" to the reader. Her "confession" to
Sir Michael about Robert's insanity shows that Lady Audley knows a great deal about
what' she believes to be the experience of an insane person, and it seems probable that
Lady Audley knows so much about this experience because she believes that she has
suffered through it. S,he speaks as an authority when she explains "Robert's"
madness:
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People are insane for years and years before their insanity is found out. They
know that they ar~ mad, but therknoWhQW to keep tll~irsecr~;_Md~rh~~ __
they may sometimes keep it till they die. Sometimes a paroxysm seizes them,
and in an evil hour they betray themselves. They commit a crime perhaps. . .
. They may conquer the restless demon and go away and die innocent of any
violent deed; but they may yield to the horrible temptation . . . . They
sometimes yield and are lost. (189)
This passage, for me, reemphasizes the idea that Lady Audley has lived with the idea
that she is insane, and that her apparent murder of George Talboys is, to her, simply
a manifestation of her concealed insanity--her yielding to her inherited fate. This
passage has a further significance, however. Ironically, her statement against Robert
exposes her to readers, and it begins to reverse the power in her relationship with
Robert. Although she is seemingly in control of their relationship when she
"exposes" Robert to Sir Michael, this control will be short-lived.21 Robert's
"exposure" will ultimately lead to her own confession, and Robert will again take
control, this time not only over their relationship, but also over Lady Audley's life.
Her attempt to gain power by accusing someone else of madness, then, brings her
closer to losing power completely.
Furthermore, after Lady Audley finds that this accusation will not save her,
she attempts to kill Robert by setting fire to the inn in which she believes him to be
sleeping. To Lady Audley, this attempted murder represents the final manifestation
of her insanity; to society, it exemplifies irrational, and therefore insane, behavior. .
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This action leads to her ultimate condemnation. When she realizes that Robert has
enough evidence to destroy her, even with her accusation against him, she feels that
she has lost all control. She is helpless. Just as Lady Audley's "insanity" manifested
itself when she was poverty stricken and helpless after George's abandonment, and
just as it manifested again when George threatened to take control away from her by
promising to expose her identity, what she (and society) interprets as "insanity"
manifests itself this time when she feels powerless. In consequence, she tries--just as
she tried before--to reassume the power by eliminating the source of her oppression;
yet, ironically, this step leads to her complete loss of power.
When Robert returns to Audley Court after the fIre, Lady Audley knows that
she can not escape him, and she abandons her struggle immediately. She "obeyed
him submissively ... [and] made no attempt at resistance to his will" (225), and,
with no objection, she confesses her entire story to Sir Michael. Now, Lady Audley
fInds herself the victim of her worst fears: she is powerless and she is condemned as
insane. She dies the kind of death that we imagine her most fearing: in C. S.
Weisenthal's words, she dies "a sort of slow, spiritual and psychic asphyxiation in the
closed confmes of what she calls her 'living grave'. ,,22
*
For all its apparent simplicity and its self-proclaimed happy ending, Lady
Audley's Secret is a complex and problematic novel. What are we to do with this
heroine who believes in her insanity, who changes her name and seeks emotional,
fmancial, and personal control in order to deal with that belief, who goes to such
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"lengths to appear "sane" that she condemns herself as insane, and who is ultimately
punished? We must wonder what Braddon tried to accomplish with such a creation;
what statements she tried to make though Lady Audley. We must question the
implications of Braddon's portrayal of Lady Audley's madness.
Critics have said that Lady Audley represents a strong, willful; self-interested
woman whom men successfully suppress. As such, she stands for all wrongfully
oppressed strong women.23 They also say that her madness is not insanity, but
anger--anger directed at the roles placed on and limits assigned to women. If this is
true, Lady Audley's madness represents "Everywoman's" anger;24 Most critics,
then, believe that Braddon's novel questions and judges patriarchal society's treatment
of women though its portrayal of Lady Audley. For me, this judgement is apparent
in Braddon's portrayal of Lady Audley's concerns--her need for fmancial stability and
personal control. Lady Audley's concerns may appear to be specifically her own,
prompted by her need to conceal her "insanity," but they are representative of
women's concerns in general. As numerous critics and historians have noted, women
were often financially dependant on and personally secondary to men. Perhaps
Braddon, by suggesting that Lady Audley's insanity is associated with an absence of
such financial and personal power, was subtly condemning the society that condones
-and propagates women's~powerlessn~s.-· ---~ --.
I think that such readings can be taken one step further. Lady Audley's belief
in her madness is another way in which Braddon questions and judges her society. In
Lady Audley, Braddon gives us, first, a subject, an "I," who is constructed by the
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ideology of her culture--an ideology that claims that women are insane because they
are women. Lady Audley's subjectivity, then, is determined by the social institutions
(the medical'and psychiatric professions, for example) that surround her. In this way,
she is not only the subject, but a subject--that is, she is subjecied-i() the power of
those social institutions that control her--and, since she internalizes the truths of the
dominant ideology, she is part of the "norm." Simultaneously, though, and
paradoxically, Braddon gives us an "other"--a woman who defies the ideological
,-
construction of her subjectivity and attempts to define a new self. This novel, then,
seems to condemn society not only for rendering women powerless in the social and
economic spheres, but also for defining women's subjectivity in such a way that
forces them to believe that they are what society tells them they are, whether that be
passive, domestic, or, in Lady Audley's case, insane.
Whether Lady Audley's behavior is "insane" or simply "criminal" seems to me
secondary. Whether or not readers believe she is insane matters little; what matters is
that she believes that, as a woman, especially as a woman with an apparently insane
mother, she has an undeniable, biologically determined tendency toward insanity. She
accepts this idea because she believes what patriarchal society has taught her to
believe about female insanity. But by inviting the reader to question the validity of
Lady Audley's claims of insanity (and, in my opinion, providing the reader with
enough evidence to prove that Lady Audley is sane), Braddon seems to reject the
(male-centered) idea--the accepted "truth"--:that females are biologically prone to
insanity. Furthermore, Braddon seems to fault male-dominated society's refusal to
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allow females to reject this idea. Lady Audley may not be insane, but society deems
her actions insane, and she therefore believes she is insane because she internalizes
society's dictates about a woman's place, just as she has internalized the "truth"~bout
insanity. She can not reject society's notion of her insanity, because, as a woman,
she has been taught to accept society's standards, to comply, to obey, to do and think
as she is told.
Further, if Lady Audley's mental state and concerns implicitly question social
norms, why dOes Braddon make Lady Audley seem to deserve punishment?25
Perhaps Braddon simply punished Lady Audley to avoid offending readers who didn't
understand the heroine as a vehicle for social criticism. Perhaps she did not want to
alienate readers who embraced patriarchal standards by allowing the "villainess" to go
free, but at the same time, she did not want to write fiction that was blind to the
problems women faced. Punishing Lady Audley lets her have it both ways, so to
speak. Readers who want a simple sensation novel get a "happy ending," and
Braddon subtly judges society through her "heroine's" very presence.26
But perhaps, too, we can be even more optimistic than that. That Lady
Audley is ultimately punished is secondary; that she resists the patriarchal
construction of her subjectivity at all is what matters. Nancy Armstrong asserts that
literature does not simply represent the existing social codes and human relationships,
but rather representations of the social code and human relationships appear in
literature before they appear in culture. These representations are internalized by the
reader and eventually taken as "truths. "n To support this theory, Armstrong notes
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that eighteenth century conduct books defined masculine and feminine spheres of.
existence in very e.xpijcit terms, placing men and women in prescribed categories.
But by the nineteenth century, these books were no longer necessary. The
differentiated spheres had been internalized, and men and women existed according to
prescribed, and unquestioned, masculine and feminine roles. Literature, then, like
social institutions (the prison, medical profession, and educational systems, for
example) functions as a form of social control, determining future subjectivity.28
Perhaps it is in this way that we should approach Lady AlJdley. A~a woman
resisting cultural constructs of subjectivity, she is progressive and strong. Lady
Audley's resistance is, after all, against more th~·the cultural construction of an
'-----
insane woman. It is against ideology that defines some women as insane, but all
women as less rational than men and powerless in male-dominated society. Perhaps
Braddon's novel functions in the same way that the conduct books did, putting-Jorth
new modes of behavior and allowing for their internalization. Perhaps Lady Audley's
Secret, then, allows women to internalize the notion that they can resist, they can
carve out their own subjectivities, they can be who they are, not who society tells
them they are. They can be women, not madwomen.
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